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A B S T R A C T

Transparent All-Optical Networks carry huge traffic, and any link failure can cause the loss of gigabits
of data; hence protection and its guarantee become necessary at the time of failure. Many protection
schemes have been presented in the literature, but none speaks about protection guarantee. Also, in all
optical networks, due to absence of  regeneration capabilities, the physical layer impairments(PLI)
accumulates along the lightpaths (LP) which causes sharp degradation of  the Quality of Transmission
(QoT), as measured by signal bit error rates (BER). The problem of protection with QoT issues has
been rarely studied. In this work, a novel protection backup path ensured, QoT aware Routing and
Wavelength Assignment (RWA)  algorithm called “Virtual Lit –Exhaustive Highest Q factor” (V-Lit
EHQ) is presented which exhibits desirable qualities for reliable network operation. The results of the
proposed work are compared with the standard QoT aware versions of the Shortest Path (SP)-First Fit
(FF) schemes as well as with literature for both lit and dark protection. The blocking probability (BP)
and BER are taken as the performance metric and the proposed algorithm found to be outperforming as
evidenced through simulations.

doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2015.28.07a.05

1. INTRODUCTION1

Transparent all-optical networks carry a very huge
traffic and any interruption in the lightpath can cause
huge data losses, hence survivability is important in
optical networks. As regenerators are not available in
transparent networks, the physical layer impairments
(PLI) such as Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD),
Amplified Spontaneous Emission (ASE), Cross
Talk(XT), Chromatic Dispersion (CD), Cross Phase
Modulation (XPM), Four Wave Mixing (FWM) etc
accumulate on lightpaths, and if not properly dealt
with, the LPs may no longer be useful, as impairments
will pull the QoT in terms of BER to below threshold
[1, 2] which is not at all acceptable. Therefore, it is
necessary to have both guaranteed lightpath protection
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during failures and adequate QoT. In this work, a
carefully designed routing and wavelength assignment
algorithm is proposed to tackle both above issues.

Conventional studies on RWAs proposed many
algorithms without considering PLIs. In recent days,
the importance of PLI aware RWAs gained momentum
and many papers discussed this issue [3-8]. Many of
the papers considered only few PLI issues and neglect
others [5-7]. Furthermore, except few, mostly all
protection mechanisms available in the literature have
an ideal physical layer and neglected the effect of
PLIs[9].

In this paper, the dominant impairments PMD,
ASE, XT, CD, XPM, CPM, FWM and filter
concatenation (FC) effects are considered and
incorporated in Quality factor (Q) calculations for both
the primary and backup paths. In the RWA process, the
LPs having the highest Q is searched in an exhaustive
way, opposite to traditional way, where RWA process
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is stopped when a QoT valid path is found. This will
lower the BERs of LPs and keep them far away from
the QoT threshold rather than close to it.

In the dedicated path protection scheme, every
connection has two link-disjoint lightpaths, namely
primary path and a backup path, to handle single-link
failures. The backup path may be lit or dark.
Employing the lit backup scheme will just double the
live LPs, and path has a strong adverse effects on the
QoT of other lightpaths and as well as on the whole
network by enhancing the chances of FWM, XT , inter
channel effects, and so on throughout the period of
network operation, thus increasing the QoT blocking
probability of lightpaths. This effect is more intensive
in transmission-impaired all-optical networks [10]. The
optical amplifier load will increases by two fold.
Network monitoring load also increases. This will over
use the network resources and consequently resource
blocking will be more[11]. In dark backup case, when
the backup path is lighted up, it worsens the
impairments for other lightpaths due to added
crosstalk, interference, and so on and leads to QoT
blocking of LPs, and no longer is backup path usable,
thus protection no longer guaranteed.

In this paper, a novel protection guaranteed QoT
aware RWA is presented which uses virtual lit backup.
In this scheme, the backup protection path is assumed
as lit, as in the case of lit protection, but actually it is
dark. Under such assumptions, the RWA is carried out
and its QoT parameters are updated in the network
accordingly. All future LP request(s) will be processed
considering the virtually lit (dark, actually!)
backup(s).During link failure, if any backup path is
lighted up, that path will always be a QoT viable path
as its impacts have already been addressed in the RWA
process, thus yielding a guaranteed protection.

The paper is organized as follows. Related works is
presented elaborately in Section II. PLI model and
system description is given in Section III. In Section
IV, the proposed Virtual –lit EHQ RWA algorithm is
presented, while simulation and results appear in
Section V. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section
VI.

2. RELATED WORKS

Many papers in the literature have proposed PLI aware
RWA algorithms and some of them have considered
path protection. The RWA that consider the dynamic
impairments for survivable optical networks were first
presented in [12, 13]. The authors of [14] studied path
and link protection, in physical layer impaired optical
networks under single-link failures. In [15], it was
pointed that Link protection got the lowest wavelength
blocking probability(BP), but got the highest overall

BP since the backup paths were too long.(Higher QoT
degradation due to longer paths).

A proposal in [16] considers FWM, XPM and ASE
noise as the dominating PLIs, and ignores others. Link
weights are the criteria for selecting primary paths to
favor links with less impairment. The authors in [17]
proposed a heuristic called RS RWA-Q by putting the
protected LP requests before unprotected one. Authors
claim that their enhanced RS-RWA-Q heuristic has
low blocking rate compared to the RS-RWA proposed
in literature. A comparison of dedicated path protection
and shared path protection is presented in [18]. It was
stated that, dedicated path protection has lower BP and
providing complexity in comparison with shared path
protection.

Azodolmolky et al. [19] introduces a novel RWA
scheme named generalized dedicated protection with
network coding (GDP-NC). Although authors claim
that the proposed GDP-NC provided lower BP, its
complexity is inevitable. A scheme called Coded Path
Protection (CPP) was proposed in [20] making use of
symmetric transmission over protection paths. The
proposal also utilizes and link-disjointness among the
connections in the same coding group; it is complex
and mandates transmission in backup paths. A shorter
path algorithm incorporating dedicated path protection
was proposed in [21]. It is evident that this proposal is
vulnerable to XT (resulting low QoT) as wavelengths
are tightly packed to a maximum extent, even though
resources are spare.

In [22], a multi cost approach to provide protection
in impairment constrained optical networks is
presented. This proposal may try hard for backup LP
feasibility in terms of QoS, but higher BP for future
requests are expected due to worst case assumptions.
The authors in [23] proposed a novel QoS aware
crosstalk reducing routing and wavelength assignment
in all-optical networks with path protection
implementations, in which the XT was the main
criteria to tackle with. In [24], a QoS aware RWA
comprising PLI effects named WpDp-MaMiQ was
proposed. Though its BP performance is better, BER
performance still can be improved. None of these
works guarantee the path protection during failures.
Most of these works aim at improving BP, but do not
bother about BER performance. Many of these works
failed to look on after failure scenario.

3. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

In this work, a network comprising bidirectional links
with equally spaced “C “ number of wavelengths in
each direction are considered. The links comprise of
one or several spans. Each span consists of single mode
fiber (SMF), an optical amplifier (EDFA) which
compensates for the SMF losses, and a dispersion
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compensation fiber (DCF) for the fiber CD. Links are
linked by Optical cross connects (OXC). The receiver
is modeled as an optical filter, followed by a photo
detector per every channel. Wavelength conversion is
assumed to be not available; hence, a call must use the
same wavelength from source to destination. A
centralized network management system is employed
to perform entire call processing function. Typically, a
low-speed control channel is reserved for the
management of network operations.

The ASE noise originates from optical amplifiers,
Polarization Mode Dispersion (PMD) originates due to
asymmetries in the fibre core. Fabric crosstalk and
adjacent-port crosstalk are the strongest linear cross
talks considered. The filter concatenation (FC) effects
arise due to optical filter pass band misalignments.
Chromatic Dispersion or Group Velocity Dispersion
(GVD) causes the broadening of the optical pulses as
they propagate through the fiber, which in turn causes
Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI).Nonlinear cross talk
arises from FWM and XPM. The severity of the XT in
both cases partly depends on the spectral spacing of the
interfering signals [23]. All these PLIs have been
considered in this work.

Most commonly, QoT for a signal is measured by
its BER, and Q factor for a lightpath is related to the
signal’s BER. For an On-Off modulated signal with
Gaussian distributions for the ‘0’ and ‘1’ samples,the Q
factor is given by [25]:= (1)
where and are the means of the ‘0’ and ‘1’
samples, respectively, and and their standard
deviations. BER and the Q factor of a signal are related
by: = √ (2)
A BER of 10-9 corresponds to a Q factor of 6, and in
this work every established lightpath is expected to
have a minimum Q value of 6. The ISI, ASE, and node
crosstalk are accounted in Q factor through its noise
variances , and respectively. The non linear
effects XPM and FWM are accounted through the
noise variance term, . Incorporating these PLI
effects, Q factor of a lightpath can be written as:= 		 (3)
Noticing that ≪ and following [23], filter
concatenation is modeled through a penalty on ,
yielding a new quantity ′ that accounts for the eye
closure incurred by filter concatenation. The PMD
effect is represented by a penalty on Q through a
scaling factor η onPMD as in [26]. Therefore, Q is
actually defined as:

= ′ 		(4)
As node XT, XPM and FWM are dynamic effects; they
have to be computed on-line.

Call requests are assumed to arrive according to
Poisson process with average arrival rate load. Call
durations are assumed to follow an exponential
distribution with unit mean, so that load is the total
offered load to the network in Erlang units. The source
and destination of the calls and link failures are
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the network.

4. VIRTUAL LIT EXHAUSTIVE HIGHEST Q
FACTOR RWA ALGORITHM (V-LIT EHQ)

The proposed algorithm is shown Figure 1. In the
proposed RWA scheme, primary path is established
first and then the backup path is computed in the
following manner. As and when a new LP request
arrives, the possible routes between the source and
destination are computed and Route Set is formed.
Every wavelength from the given Wavelength Set
(λ=1,2…C) is taken one by one, and assigned to the
routes in the Route Set, in an exhaustive manner. This
is similar to FF technique except that all given wave
lengths is attempted for LP establishment even after
obtaining a QoT valid LP. During the wavelength
assignment, wavelength continuity constraint is
honored as the wavelength conversion is assumed to be
not available. The above process results in a tentative
LP set which is used to form Candidate LP Set. If no
LP is found in Candidate LP set, then call is blocked. If
LPs are available, then QoT is checked at this stage for
the candidate LPs. All the LPs which are above the
QoT threshold and do not bring the QoT of the already
established LPs to below threshold level are listed in
Usable LP Set. Here QoT threshold is fixed at
BER=10-9, which corresponds to Q=6. The LP having
the highest Q is chosen from the Usable LP set as
primary LP, and the network database is updated. If no
LP is found in the Usable LP set, then call is dropped.

The backup path is selected as follows. The links
that constitute a primary LP are removed from the
network topology. In the new topology, routes between
source and destination are computed and then the
backup Disjoint Route Set is formed. Then, standard
First Fit (FF) wavelength assignment technique is
applied to the disjoint route, and the QoT checking is
done sequentially for every resultant LP. As and when
a QoT valid LP is found, WA process is stopped and
the LP is marked for backup path and the central
network database is updated accordingly. Call request
is blocked if no feasible lightpath is found either at
wavelength assignment stage due to wavelength
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unavailability, or at QoT testing stage due to QoT
constraints.

Figure 1. Flow Chart for V-Lit EHQ Routing and
Wavelength Assignment Algorithm

Figure 2. Topology used in the simulations. A downscaled
14 node NFS net topology is used. The link weights
correspond to the number of fiber spans.

This backup LP is kept dark until link failure
appears. For new call requests, this backup LP will also
be taken into consideration for QoT calculations. For
any future requests, this virtually lit backup path is
considered as if it is lit and live working path, and new
LPs are established accordingly. For QoT calculations
of backup path, currently marked primary path is not
considered as the primary LP is no more in live state,
when backup LP come in to picture.

5. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

The proposed, QoT aware Protection Guaranteed,
RWA algorithm is evaluated on the NSF topology
shown in Figure 2 , with 8 wavelengths per link in each
direction. For simplification purpose, it is assumed that
all links were made up of one or several 70 km long
spans.

The physical parameters are assumed as in [22];
these are reference parameters for a realistic regional
area network. It is assumed that wavelength conversion
is not feasible, and thus a call must use the same
wavelength from source to destination. The call pattern
is as described in section III.

QoT constraint (in terms of BER) is imposed in
such a way that any given call at any given time should
use a LP with a Q factor at least equal to 6, which
equals to a BER of 10-9 .The same constraints are used
for backup path as well. However, as the Lightpaths
having highest exhaustive Q is selected for primary
path, the BER of these LPs are far away from QoS
threshold. This results in better performance in terms
of BER.

The blocking probability performance against load
is given in Figure 3, wherein the BP performance of
proposed scheme called “V-Lit EHQ” is compared
against standard reference SP-FF dark protection
scheme called “FF-Dark” and SP-FF lit protection
scheme called “FF-Lit”. The BP performance of
proposals in [15] namely “HQ, Dark” and “HQ, Lit”
are also compared with V-Lit EHQ in Figure 3. It is
seen that FF-Dark outperforms FF-Lit, HQ, Dark
outperforms HQ, Lit, and the proposed V-Lit EHQ
scheme outperforms all. This outperformance margin is
more at lower loads. In both FF-Dark and HQ, Dark,
paths are lit only when it is required, whereas in FF-Lit
and HQ, Lit protection, the backup LPs are always lit,
and therefore, the overall live LPs are almost double in
both the lit protection methods causing increased
interference by backup LPs which leads to QoT
blocking of call requests. The proposals in [15]
perform better than respective FF-Dark and FF-Lit
schemes since they choose the LPs with better Q.

The blocking in V-Lit EHQ protection scheme is
due to its primary paths only (as backup paths are QoT
readily available), whereas in other methods, blocking
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depends on both primary and backup paths. As the
QoT of backup path is not bothered during
establishment of primary path in FF-Dark, FF-Lit, HQ,
Dark and HQ, Lit protection schemes, the availability
of backup path during failure is uncertain; this
increases the blocking probability. In the proposed
RWA, QoT blocking of backup path is nil as it’s QoT
is well enforced during the establishment of primary
paths itself. The proposed V-Lit EHQ RWA algorithm
outperforms reference algorithms at big margin at
lower loads and mid loads. At higher loads, the
wavelength availability shrinks because of already
established LPs; therefore, blocking performance is
closer, but clearly better than other schemes presented.

In lit protection schemes, when connections
affected by failures switch to backup paths, a fraction
of these backup paths may not have adequate QoT,
causing the corresponding connections not to be
restored due to unavailable (Due to inadequate Q)
backup paths. In dark protections, during failures if
backup paths are lighted up, these backup paths
themselves may not have sufficient QoT, or few of
these lighted up backup paths may affect other ongoing
connections, thus causing the backup paths to be
unavailable. These drawbacks are completely nullified
in the proposed V-Lit EHQ by the concept of Virtual
Lit, wherein the backup paths are considered to be lit
for all QoT verifications and calculations, though it is
dark!

The BER performance of the proposed (V-Lit
EHQ), reference (FF-Dark and FF-Lit) and
existing(HQ, Dark and HQ, Lit [15]) RWA schemes
are depicted and compared in Figure4. As said above,
due to the increased live LPs and its corresponding
interferences, the BER performance of lit backups are
poorer than dark backups. The V-Lit EHQ show up the
best BER performance followed by HQ, Dark, FF-
Dark, HQ, Lit, and FF-Lit.

In the conventional FF-Dark and FF-Lit schemes,
the primary path is established as soon as a Q valid
path(Q=6) is found. However, chances are that, there
may exist a better path if LP space is still searched by
RWA, which is absent in the conventional protection
enabled RWA schemes. Hence, their BER performance
is inferier. In the HQ, Dark and the HQ, Lit RWA
proposed in [15], the LPs are chosen in a non-
exhaustive manner resulting in sub-optimal LPs.

In V-Lit EHQ protection scheme, as the LPs having
highest Q is selected in an exhaustive manner,
considering all wavelengths over the possible routes,
its BER performance is the best at huge margin.
Furthermore, as live LPs in V-Lit EHQ are only half
(approximately) as that of the HQ, Lit and FF-Lit
schemes, its BER is naturally lower. Even, if future
new LP connections downgrade the QoT of already
established paths, it is offset by the fact that the

established LPs are already faraway for the threshold
due to Exhaustive-HQ selection mechanism.

Figure 3. Average Blocking Probability

Figure 4. Average BER
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this work, the problem of dedicated path protection
has been addressed in a new perspective along with
physical layer impairments consideration. A new,
novel RWA algorithm called “V-Lit EHQ” for all-
optical networks was presented and compared with the
QoT aware versions of reference SP-FF RWA
algorithms (FF-Dark, FF-Lit) and HQ, Dark and
HQ,Lit RWAs proposed in [15]. The proposed V-Lit
EHQ clearly outperforms all the four schemes in terms
of blocking probability as well as BER at both lower
and higher network loads. The proposed algorithm
implies the guaranteed hundred percent availability of
backup paths during failure, giving highly reliable
network operations. The exhaustive highest Q selection
mechanism employed for primary paths and V-Lit
scheme employed for backup paths in the proposed
work lowered the BER and BP considerably. The
proposed algorithm involve intensive computations,
but worth to afford it for the guaranteed recovery from
failures and better BER performances.
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چکیده

چندیناز دست دادنموجبتواندیمینکو هر شکست لکنندمیحمل یمیعظیکشفاف ترافيتمام نوريشبکه ها
در یاريحفاظت بسيطرح ها. ییابدآن در زمان شکست ضرورت مینحفاظت و تضم،رویناز ا. داده شودیگابیتگ

با ي،نوريدر تمام شبکه هاین،همچن. کندیمنحفاظت صحبت ینکدام در مورد تضمیچارائه شده است، اما همقاالت
کاهشکه باعث ییابدتجمع م(LP)مسیرهايامتداددر (PLI)یزیکیفیهاختالالت الي،بازسازيهایتتوجه به عدم قابل

مشکل . گرددشود، میمیBER)(یري اندازه گیگنالسیتیبينرخ خطاصورتبه که (QoT)ل انتقایفیتکیدشد
یریابیمسQoTئن،طمیریمگیبانیپشتیرنوین مسیک، مطاله حاضردر . رتبررسی شده استبه ندQoTحفاظت با مسائل

ارائه شده Q (V-Lit EHQ)لعامینباالتري تفصیلی بامجازروشن"به نام یتمالگور(RWA)طول موجیصآگاه و تخص
نسخه یشنهادیبا کار پینحاصل از ایجنتا. دهدتماد را به دست میشبکه قابل اعیاتیک عمليمطلوب برایفیتکه کاست 

هر دو يبراهاي موجود در مقاالتدادهبا ینو همچنSP–First Fit(FF)طرحیرمسیناستاندارد از کوتاه ترQoTآگاه
عملکرد هايشاخصبه عنوان BERو(BP)کردناحتمال مسدود. شده استیسهمقایرهحفاظت روشن و تحالت 

.شده استدادهنشان ي، بسیار باالسازیهشبیقاز طریشنهاديپیتمالگور
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